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HRI Dogs: Surrendered Pairs
HRI does get dogs in pairs sometimes. In the past year, we have taken in four pairs.
Each pair should be evaluated individually to determine whether they are truly bonded
or would do just fine (or better) if separated.

Izzy & Sophie age12 (female littermates) will be adopted together soon. They have
been together all their lives and do well together although each is quite independent.
We had someone who wanted to adopt them together so they are staying together.

JoJo age 8 & Liberty age 7 ½ (both male) were separately adopted, although together
all their lives. One was dominant so the other lived in his shadow. The owner agreed it
was better for them to go to different homes.

Portia age 8 ½ & Sparkle age 6 (both female) were shy and not very well socialized.
Split up they get more attention and will become better socialized without depending
on each other, and bloom. They came with a third dog, a male named Rabbit who also
went to a different home.

Lakshman and Ram are two-year-old brothers, they look alike but are very
different. Lakshman was sweet and very easy going but Ram, although
affectionate at home, had times when he became reactive and aggressive,
generally triggered by the presence of a strange dog on a walk. When we
discovered this he was turned over to another rescue who could handle
aggressive behaviors. We had a very nice family who adopted Lakshman so
separately the young dogs each have appropriate Happy Landings.

Here's An Easy Way To Help HRI!
If you do your holiday shopping on Amazon
don't forget to sign up for Amazon Smile.
If you sign up for Amazon Smile
HRI can get a percentage of your spending.

Last quarter we recieved $448.79 from the Amazon Smile program
from those who have already signed up!
Thank You

Thanksgiving

Keep your dog out of danger!
From Vet Street: Tis the season for family gatherings and food galore. Veterinarians
know this is also the season for canine pancreatitis (inflammation of the pancreas), a
painful, potentially life-threatening condition most commonly caused by
overindulgence in foods that are particularly rich or fatty. And what kitchen isn’t
overflowing with such foods this time of year? Some vets call the day after
Thanksgiving National Pancreatitis Day as so many animals come in with it.
Turkey skin, dressing loaded with butter, and perhaps guests responding to those big
brown eyes and giving treats, all are apt to add up to an overload, which may trigger
pancreatitis.
Additionally, keep an eye on your garbage as dogs often get into it, as well as helping
themselves to anything they can reach while you are enjoying your coffee in the living
room.
What are the signs? The most common clinical signs include nausea, vomiting, fever,
lethargy, abdominal pain, diarrhea, and decreased appetite. During an attack, dogs may
take a 'praying position', with their rear end up in the air while their front legs and head
are lowered onto the floor. Go to the Vet!
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So What Shoul I Be Looking Out For?

News from HRI:
What ages are the dogs surrendered to HRI?
You will see very quickly that most are older dogs.
2016-2021 Dogs surrendered to HRI
Ages - Numbers Surrendered
0-12 months - 23
1-4 years - 69
5-9 years - 81
10-12 years - 42
13+ years - 11
Males – 129 Females - 88

If you go out of town for Thanksgiving do you travel with your dog(s)?
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CONTACT INFORMATION LINKS

Do not "reply" to this bulletin
Choose an appropriate contact below.
Click to request assistance for a dog needing rescue.
Click to complete adoption application
Click to volunteer with Havanese Rescue.
Click if you have a question or suggestion for this newsletter.
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